
 

 

 

MINUTES 

2nd study visit 

 

Introduction 

The EMOBICITY 2nd study visit was organised by Croatian Project Partner EIHP (Energy 

Institute Hrvoje Požar), on 4th October 2021 in the City of Zagreb. 

 

Minutes 

The study visit began in front of the EV charging fast station with photovoltaic canopy 

installed. Host, EIHP welcomed and presented the first example of good practice - efforts to 

install infrastructure resulted in an initiative towards the Ministry of Construction, which 

included in the construction law that installing charging infrastructure with PV canopy does 

not require a building permit but a construction project. The investor (HEP.d.d.) presented 

the experiences in the construction itself and the operational challenges they face. 

 

Figure 1. EV charging infrastructure with PV canopy 

 

 

 



 

 

Afterwards, the group visited an intermodal hub. Here is an example of good practice in which the 

symbiosis between Railway, Tram, Bus and Road transport has been successfully achieved.  

Drivers of electric vehicles can park / charge their vehicles and continue their travels in another 

traffic mode. 

Several charging chargers of different powers (from lower power ACs to fast power DCs) have been 

installed on the hub. 

The challenge faced by investors was also presented - in such locations in the city centre, the 

infrastructure is part of the cultural heritage and additional efforts are needed to fit the 

infrastructure and implement it in the space. 

 

Figure 2. Fast-charging infrastructure at intermodal hub 

The meeting continued at the EIHP premises. The host presented the issue of tariffs and charging, 

both in Croatia and in the region. 

Leader in the field of installing infrastructure and providing emobility services in Croatia (HEP d.d.) 

presented their experiences.  

Their business plan, their current inventory in terms of charging infrastructure and software, the 

problems they face (especially with an inadequate tariff system for fast chargers) and charging plans 

at charging stations were presented. 

 

Figure 3. HEP e-mobility projects presentation – EIHP premises 



 

 

The study visit continued with a visit to the Greyp Bikes factory. 

At Greyp Bikes they design, engineer, and produce high-end electric bicycles with advanced 

technology and performance; offering a unique blend of high-end bike components with AI, data 

gathering, and augmented reality. 

Their business trip and plans for the future and technical specifications of the bikes were presented.  

 

 

Figure 4. Greyp e-bikes – welcome presentation 

Also, an insight into the assembly line preceding the final product was obtained.  

 

 

Figure 5. Greyp factory line 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Ultimately, all study visit participants tried out the bikes. 

 

 

Figure 6. Greyp e-bike hand on testing 

The study program ended with a thematic walking tour of Zagreb, which highlighted the links with 

electricity and emobility. The spaces where Nikola Tesla worked were also presented.  

“I consider it my duty, as the born son of my country, to help the city of Zagreb in every way with 

advice and action," said Tesla in his speech in which he proposed to the city municipality to build an 

AC power plant. 

 

Figure 7. EMOBICITY Thematic Zagreb walking tour - monument to Nikola Tesla 
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List of participants 

 



 

 


